(1.) Plane Water-Lines in two Dimensions defined.-By the term " Plane Water-Line in two Dimensions " is meant a curve which a particle of liquid describes in flowing past a solid body, when such flow takes place in plane layers of uniform thickness. Such curves are suitable in practice for the water-lines of a ship, in those cases in which the vertical displacements of the particles of water are small compared with the dimensions of the ship; for in such cases the assumption that the flow takes place in-plane layers of uniform thickness, though not absolutely true, is sufficiently near the truth for prac tical purposes, so far as the determination of good forms of water-line is concerned. As water-line curves have at present no single word to designate them in mathematical language, it is proposed, as a convenient and significant term, to call them Neoids (from vi}6c, the Ionic genitive of vavc).
(2.) General Principles of the Flow of a Liquid past a Solid.-The most complete exposition yet published, so far as I know, of the principles of the flow of a liquid past a solid, is contained in Professor Stokes's paper " On the Steady Motion of an Incom pressible Fluid," published in the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society for 1842. So far as those principles will be referred to in the present paper, they may be summed up as follows.
When a liquid mass of indefinite extent flows past a solid body in such a manner that as the distance from the solid body in any direction increases without limit, the motion of the liquid particles approaches continually to uniformity in velocity and direction, the condition of perfect fluidity requires that the three components u, v, w of the velo city of a liquid particle should be the three differential coefficients of one function of the coordinates (< p); viz. By giving to the function < p a series of different constant values, a series of sur represented, to which each water-line curve is an orthogonal trajectory, so that if U = 3 d 2 constant be the equation of a series of surfaces each containing a continuous series of water-line curves (and one of which surfaces must be that of the solid body), the function U must satisfy the following condition, dV dp dU dx' dx'dy ' dy^~ d ' * * * * * * * * or if ds1 be an elementary arc of a water-line curve, and its coordinates, the following conditions must be satisfied, dcd dy1 dz1 dp dp _ dp d s1 ' ds1 ds1 * ' d x* (4) and these are the most general expressions of the geometrical properties of water-line curves in three dimensions. When the inquiry is restricted to motion in two dimensions only, and y, the terms containing dz and dz' disappear from the preceding equations; and it a possible to express the same conditions by means of equations of a kind which are more convenient for the purposes of the present investigation, and which are as follows. Conceive the plane layer of liquid under consideration of thickness unity, to be divided into a series of elementary streams by a series of water-line curves, one of which must be the outline of the solid body; let U = constant be the equation of any one of those curves, U being a function of such a nature that dTd is the volume of liquid which flows in a second along a given elementary stream; then the components of the velocity of a particle of liquid are (5) the condition of continuity is satisfied; and the condition of perflect fluidity requires that the function U should fulfil the following equation, m d* u dx* ' dy*
(When the motion of the liquid is not subject to the condition of being uniform in velocity and direction at an infinite distance in every direction from the solid, it is sufficient that <f-U
d*TĴ
+ ^= functlon of U > ' but cases of that kind do not occur in the present paper*.) (3.) Notation.-It is purely a question of convenience whether the infinitely distant particles of the fluid are to be regarded as fixed and the solid as moving uniformly, or the solid as fixed, and the infinitely distant particles of the fluid as moving uniformly with an equal speed in the contrary direction. Throughout the present paper, the solid will be supposed to move along the axis of x; so that v will rep ponent of the velocity of a particle of liquid on either supposition. The longitudinal component of the velocity of a liquid particle relatively to the solid will be denoted by u ; and when that particle is at an infinite distance from the solid, by so that when the infinitely distant part of the liquid is regarded as fixed, the solid is to be conceived as moving with the velocity -c; and the longitudinal component of the velocity of a liquid particle relatively to the indefinitely distant part of the liquid will be denoted by u-c.
It is convenient to regard the function U as equivalent to an expression of the following kind, u = i C j . (5) and (6) the following, in which proportionate velocities only are considered:- where F is a function which either vanishes or becomes constant when x or y increases indefinitely. It is plain that when the function b takes this form, the term F is the function for the motions of the liquid particles relatively to still water; that is to say, u -c__db v db d¥ c dy 9 c dx dx ' V and also that the term F fulfils the equation
When the solid is symmetrical at either side of the axis of (as it is in all the cases that will be considered in this paper), the axis of x itself, so far as it lies beyond the outline of the solid, is a water-line. Hence it is necessary that the equation of that axis, viz.
_ .
should be one of the solutions of the equation
and consequently that F should vanish with y. The vanishing of F when y-oo, indicates that every straigh tion y=b either forms part of, or is an asymptote to, a water-line curve.
The vanishing of F when x = o o , indicates that the further the water-lines are from the generating solid, the more nearly they approximate to parallel straight lines.
Every water-line curve is itself the outline of a solid capable of moving smoothly through a liquid.
(5.) Water-Line Curves generated by a C i r c , or Cy a circular cylinder of indefinite height, and of the radius , described about the axis of z, moves through the liquid along the axis of x. Then it is already known that the general equation of the water-line curves is the following, giving a series of curves of the third order. W hen £ = 0 this equation resolves itself into two, viz.
y -0; x2+ the first of which represents the axis of x, and t cylinder. For each other value of b, equation (14) branches: one of them is an oval, contained within the circle, and not relevant to the problem in question; the other, being the real water-line, is convex in the middle and concave towards the ends, and has for an asymptote in both directions the straight line y-b.
For brevity's sake, let x2-\-y2= r 2. Then the component velocities of a particle of water relatively to the solid are given by the equations (12) of art. 4 (that is to say, which fulfils the condition of liquidity), an endless variety of other forms of that function possessing the same property may be derived from the original form by differentiation and integration.
The original form, and also the derived forms, must possess the properties of vanish ing for x=co and for y -co, and of becoming = 0 or a constant for 0. those properties excludes trigonometrical functions, and consequently exponential func tions also, which are always accompanied by trigonometrical functions, and leaves avail able functions of the nature of potentials. The second property excludes derivation by means of differentiation and integration with respect to y, and leaves available differen tiation and integration with respect to x. The original form of the function F which will be used in this paper is that appro priate to cyclogenous neoids, or water-line curves generated from a circle, as given in equation (14) of art. 5, viz.-
When one or more differentiations with respect to x are performed on this function, and the results substituted for F in equation (10) , there are obtained curves which are real water-lines, but which are not suitable for the figures of ships, some of them being lemniscates, others shaped like an hour-glass, and others looped and foliated in various ways. It is otherwise as regards integration with respect to for that operation, being performed once, gives the expression for the ordinate in a class of curves all of which resemble possible forms of ships, and which are so various in their proportions, that every form of ships' water-lines which has been found to succeed in practice may be closely imitated by means of them. As that class of curves consists of certain ovals, and of other water-lines generated from those ovals, it is proposed to call them Oogenous Neoids (from 'Qoyevric).
(7.) General Equation of Oogenous Neoids.-The integration with respect to x, already referred to, is performed as follows:-The coordinates of a particle of water being x and V »let otf denote the position of a moveable point in the axis of x : then the function to be integrated is ___ V____ ,
for all values of ot between two arbitrary limits. Let 2 denote the dista those limits: the most convenient position for the origin of coordinates is midway between them, so as to make the limits p = -\-a, x'= -a respectively.
Then the following is the integral sought:
This quantity evidently denotes the angle contained be 'point(x, y) to the points (+ « , 0) and ( -a, 0). Fo angle will be occasionally denoted by 0; the points ( + a, 0) and ( -0) will be called th e foci;and their distance a from the centre will be called the excentricity.
Substituting this integral in the general equation (10), we find, for the water-line curves now under consideration, the following equation, which is the general equation of oogenous neoids:-i> = y -f t = y -f (tan _ x a-x + tan'
The coefficient / denotes an arbitrary length, which will be called the parameter. (19) represents a curve at each point of which the excess (y-h) of the ordinate (y) above a certain minimum value (b) is proportional to the angle ($) contained at that point between two straight lines drawn to the two foci. Except when 0, the curve has an asymptote at the distance b from the axis of x, and parallel to that axis. Sinc altered by reversing the signs of x, and is only changed reversing the sign of y, it follows that each curve consists of two ha about the axis of y ; and that there are pairs of curves, symmetrical about the axis of x.
In Plate VIII. fig. 1 , therefore, which represents a series of such curves, one quadrant only of the space round the origin or centre O is shown, the other three quadrants being symmetrical. A is one of the foci, at the distance OA from the centre; the other focus, not shown in the figure, is at an equal distance from the centre in the opposite direction. BL is one quadrant of the primitive oval; and the wave-like curves outside of it are a series of water-lines generated from it, having for their respective asymptotes the series of straight lines parallel to OX, and whose distances from OX are a series of values of b.
The equation (19) embraces also a set of curves contained within the oval, and all traversing the two foci; but as these curves are not suited for the forms of ships' waterlines, no detailed description of them needs be given. The greater semiaxis of that oval, OL, will be called the of the series of waterlines generated by the oval, and denoted by l ; its value is found as follows: To find the parameter f when the base l and excentricity a are given, we have the formula (22) The half-breadth, or minor semiaxis of the oval, O B =^0, is the root of the following 
Vo
An oval neoid differs from an ellipse in being fuller towards the ends and flatter at the sides; and that difference is greater the more elongated the oval is.
(10.) Varieties of Oval N e o i d s , and extreme cases.-The excentricity a may have value, from nothing to infinity; and the base l may bear to the half-breadth yQ any proportion, from equality to infinity. When the excentricity 0, the two foci coalesce with the centre O ; the base l becomes equal to the half-breadth b ; the oval becomes a mdccclxiv.
3 E circle of the radius l ; and the water-lines generated by it become cyclogenous neoids, already described in article 5.
As the excentricity increases, the oval becomes more elongated. In Plate IX. fig. 3 , PL is an oval whose length is to its breadth as \ / 3 :1, its focus being at A0. The oval BL in Plate VIII. fig. 1 is more elongated, its length being to its breadth as 17 : 6 nearly. When the excentricity is infinite, the centre O and the further focus go off to infinity, leaving only one focus. The parameter fb ecomes equal to the fo oval is converted into a curve bearing the same sort of analogy to a parabola that an oval neoid bears to an ellipse*; but instead of spreading to an infinite breadth like a parabola, it has a pair of asymptotes parallel to the axis of and at the distance +sr^' to either side of i t ; and each generated water-line has two parallel asymptotes, at the respective distances b and b + v ff rom the axis of x. The properties may be easily investigated by placing the origin of coordinates at the focus A, and substituting, in equation (19), tan-1-^-for 0; but as their water-lines, it is unnecessary here to discuss them in detail; and the same may be said of a class of curves analogous to hyperbolas, whose equation is formed by puttinginstead of -|-between the two terms of the right-hand member of equation (18). The axis OY is to be divided into equal parts of any convenient length (which will be denoted by by in what follows), and through the divisions are to be drawn a series of straight lines parallel to OX. (It is convenient to print those lines from a copper-plate divided and ruled by machinery.) They are shown in fig. 1 only, and not in fig. 2 , to avoid confusion.
Suppose, now, that the problem is as follows:-The base OL and excentricity OA being g i v e n , it is reguired to construct the oval neoid and the water-lines generated by it. Through the focus A (Plate VIII. fig. 2 ) draw AD perpendicular to O X ; about O, with the radius OL, describe the circular arc LD, cutting AD in D ; from D draw DE perpendicular to OD, cutting OX in E; then (as equation (22) shows) AE will be = 2 the double parameter.
About A, with the radius A E=2 ft hus found, describe a c Then commencing at F, lay off on that circle a series of arcs, each equal to 2 (the double of the length of the equal divisions of the axis OY). Through the points of division of the circle draw a series of radii, A G ,, AG2, &c., cutting the axis OY in a series of points (some of which, from G3 to G12, are marked in fig. 2 ) f . (These radii make, with the line AD, a series of angles, &c.)
Then about each of the points in the axis OY thus found, with the outer leg of the 'compasses starting from the focus A, describe a series of circles (shown in Plate VIII. fig. 1 ) AC" AC2, AC3, &c.
Each of those circles traverses the two foci; and the equation of any one of them is -F = f l = n b y , ....... (25) where & denotes the angle made at any point of the circle by straight lines drawn to the two foci, and n has the series of values 1, 2, 3, &c. Since F, as explained in article 4, is the characteristic function for the motion of the liquid particles relatively to still water, it is plain that each of the circles for which F = constant is a tangent to the directions of motion of all the particles that it traverses. The paper is now covered, as in fig. 1 , with a network made by a series of straight lines whose equations are of the form y= n ' crossed by a series o tions are of the form fO=nby. Consequently any curve drawn like those in Plate V III. fig. 1 , diagonally through the corners of the quadrangles of that network, will have for its equation y -f t= ( n '-n)hy=b, and will accordingly be an oogenous neoid, having for its asymptote the line y-b.
The primitive oval is drawn by starting from the point L, and traversing the network diagonally. As many curves as are required can be drawn by the eye with great pre cision, and the whole process is very rapid and easy (see Appendix).
When the problem is with a given base and to draw an through a given point in the axis OY, such as P, the process is modified as follows:-The axis OY must be so divided that P shall be at a point of division. Then, up to the describing of the circle about A with the radius AE, the process is the same as before. Then join AP (Plate VIII. fig. 2 ), and draw A making the angle PA</=APO, and cut ting the axis OY in a point (such as G10) which will be the centre of the circle traversing A and P. Then on the circumference of the circle about A, from g towards F, lay off a series of arcs each = 2 b y ;t hrough the points of division draw radii cutting the axis OY in the points G 9, G 8, &c., and complete the process as before.
(12.) Graphic Construction of Cyclogenous and Parabologenous Neoids.-When the excentricity vanishes and the oval becomes a circle, all the circles composing the net work become tangents to OX at the point O. They pass through the points where the primitive circular water-line is cut by the equidistant parallel lines. Their radii are in harmonic progression; the equation of any one of them is of the form -F : . l*y x2 + y i-nby,
which is a larger multiple of the parameter than double, the length of the divisions being increased in the same proportion; or the points on the axis OY may be laid down by means of their distances from 0 , calculated bj the formula 0 G = a. cotan 0.
3 e 2 n having the series of values 1, 2, 3, &c.; and its radius is given by the formula When there is but one focus, as in the infinitely long curve described in article 10, the network of circles is changed into a set of straight lines radiating from the focus, and making with AX the series of angles given by the formula 
At the point of greatest (breadth that is, at the axis of y) these expressions take the following values:-
These equations are applicable to a whole series of water-lines (such as those shown in fig. 1 ), including the generating oval, and are the best suited for solving questions relating to such a series.
But when one particular water-line is in question, it is sometimes more convenient to use another set of equations, formed from the equations (28) being that of a rectangular hyperbola LM, fig. 1 , having its vertex at L, and its centre at O. Hence that curve is similar fo r all oogenous and , being independent of the excentricity, and is identical for all oogenous and cyclogenous neoids having the same base l.
By the " trajectory of swiftest and slowest gliding " is meant a curve traversing every point in a series of water-lines at which the velocity of gliding, is a maximum or a minimum for the water-line on which that point is situated. To find the equation of that curve, it is necessary to solve the following equation, This curve, too, is independent of the excentricity, and therefore similar for all ooge nous and cyclogenous neoids w h a t s o e v e r , and identical for those having the same ba It has also the following properties:-The straight line joining L with P makes an angle of 30° with the axis OX; there are a pair of straight asymptotes through O, making angles of 30° to either side of O X ; and the two branches of the curve cut OX in the point L, at angles of 45°.
(15.) Graphic Construction of those Trajectories.-The curves described in the pre ceding article are easily and quickly constructed, with the aid of the series of equi distant lines parallel to OX, as follows:-In fig. 2 , Plate V III., let ST be any one of those lines. With the distance SL in the compasses, lay off SH on that line ; H will be a point in the hyperbola LM. Also from S lay off, on the axis of y, SI and SJ, each equal to the same distance SL. About the centre O, with the radius 01, draw a circular arc cutting ST in K ; this will be a point in the branch LN. About the centre O, with the radius OJ, draw a circular arc cutting ST in ; this will be a point in the branch LP.
(16.) Properties of the Trajectory of Swiftest and Slowest .-The branch LN traverses a series of points of slowest gliding, where the water-lines are furthest apart; the branch LP traverses a set of points of swiftest gliding, where the water-lines are closest together; from O to P the axis of y traverses points of slowest gliding, and beyond P, points of swiftest gliding.
Hence every complete oogenous neoid which cuts the axis of y between O and P, contains two points of swiftest and three of slowest gliding; and every complete ooge nous or cyclogenous neoid which cuts the axis of y at or beyond P, contains only one point of swiftest and two of slowest gliding. from the centre, two maxima and a minimum of the velocity of gliding coalesce; and therefore not only the first, but the second and third differential coefficients of the velocity of gliding vanish; from which it follows that the velocity of gliding changes more gradually on those water-lines which pass through the point P, than on any other class of oogenous or cyclogenous neoids.
It is proposed therefore to call this class of water-lines Lissoneoids (from Xkto-oc). The oval neoid whose length is to its breadth as +J3 : 1 is itself a lissoneoid; and every series of water-lines generated by an oval more elongated than this contains one lissoneoid; for example, in the series of water-lines shown in fig. 1 , the lissoneoid is marked PQ.
The excentricity of the oval lissoneoid is computed by solving equation ( By giving the excentricity values ranging from *732/ to , there are produced a series of lissoneoids ranging from, the oval PL in fig. 3 , Plate IX., whose focus is at A0, to the straight line PN, whose focus coalesces with L. P Q j, PQ2, and PQ3 are specimens of the intermediate forms, having their foci respectively at A15 A2, and A3. For a reason which will be explained in Section III., those curves are not shown beyond the trajec tory of slowest gliding. The greatest speed of g l i d i n g , for a lissoneoid, is found by making ^ (28 a) of article 13; that is to say,^o • (38)
From the last of these equations it appears that the velocity of a particle relatively to still water is inversely as the product of its distances from the two foci.
The only other investigation which will here be made respecting the orbit of a par ticle of water, is that of the relation between its direction and curvature at a given point, and its ordinate y.
It has already been explained, in article 11, that the direction of motion of a particle is a tangent to a circle traversing it and the two foci. The radius of that circle is a __ a .
y -b sin 0 ' smTã nd if < p be taken to denote the angle which the direction of the particle's motion rela tively to still water makes with the axis of x,it is easily seen th cos < p -cos sin
While that angle undergoes the increment d, the particle m dv orbit whose length is ; consequently the curvature of that orbit at the arc in ques tion is that is to say, the curvature of the orbit varies as the distance of the particle from a line parallel to the axis of x, and midway between that axis and the undisturbed position of the particle. This is the property of the looped or coiled elastic curve; therefore, when the water-lines are endogenous, the orbit of each particle of water forms one loop of an elastic curve. The general appearance of such an orbit is shown in fig. 6 , Plate V III. The arrow D shows the direction of motion of the solid body. The dotted line AC is supposed to bfc at the distance b from the axis of x. The particle starts from A, is at first pushed forwards, then deviates outwards and turns backwards, moving directly against the motion of the solid body as it passes the point of greatest breadth, as shown at B. The particle then turns inwards, and ends by following the body, and coming to rest at C, in advance of its original position.
When the water-lines are oogenous, the equations (39) and (40) show that the orbit is of the same general character with the looped elastic curve in fig. 6 , but differs from it in detail to an extent which is greater the greater the excentricity a\ and the difference consists mainly in a flattening of the loop, so as to make it less sharply curved at B.
When the excentricity increases without limit, the orbit approximates indefinitely to a " curve of pursuit," for which^ By the " trajectory of transverse displacement" is meant the curve traversing all the points at which the liquid particles are moving at right angles to the axis OX, rela tively to still water. It is determined from the first of the equations (28) 
.( 4 4 )
Every orthogonal trajectory has a straight asymptote parallel to the axis of y, and expressed by the equation x~y. The perpendicular distance between two consecutive orthogonal trajectories, like that between two consecutive water-lines, is inversely proportional to the velocity of gliding; hence, if a complete set of orthogonal trajectories were drawn on fig. 1 , they would divide it into a network of small rectangles, the dimensions and area of any one of which would be expressed as follows:- -Let h denote the head a of liquid, being the sum of its elevation above a fixed level and of its pressure, expressed in units of height of the liquid itself. In a mass of liquid which is at rest, the head has a uniform value for every particle of the mass; let that value be denoted by h0. Then when the mass of liquid is in the state of motion produced by the passage of a solid through it, the head at each particle, according to well-known principles, under goes the change expressed by the following equation,
being the height due to the difference between the squares of the speed of the solid body and of the speed of gliding; and in an open mass of water with a vessel floating in it, that change will take place by alterations in the level of surfaces of equal pressure. The tra jectory of slowest gliding, LN (Plate VIII. fig. 1 ), will mark the summit of a swell thus produced, and so also will the axis of yb etween O and P ; while the traj gliding OP, and the axis of y beyond P, will mark the bottom of a hollow. These are the principal vertical disturbances, which, throughout this investigation, have been assumed mdccclxiv.
3 F to be so small, compared with the dimensions of the body, as not to produce any appre ciable error in the consequences of the supposition of motion in plane layers.
(21.) Integral on which the Friction depends.-Suppose a portion of an oogenous neoid to be taken for the water-line of part of the side of a vessel, which part is of the depth f a ,and that the resistance arising from friction between the water and the vessel is to be expressed-the law of that friction being, that it varies as the square of the velocity of gliding, and as the extent of rubbing surface.
That resistance is to be found (as already explained in a paper on Waves, published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1863) by determining the work performed in a second in overcoming friction, and dividing by the speed of the vessel; for thus is taken into account not only the direct resistance caused by the longitudinal component of the friction, but the resistance caused indirectly through the increase of pressure at the bow, and diminution of pressure at the stern, assuming the vertical disturbance to be unim portant.
Then for a part of the water-line which measures longitudinally dx, the extent of surface is ____ u the friction on the unit of surface is
where W is the weight of a unit of volume of water, and K a coefficient of friction; and that friction has to be overcome through the distance <s/u2+ v 2, while the vessel advances through the distance c, giving as a factor
Those three factors being multiplied together, and the result put under the sign of integration, give the following expression for the resistance, ■J c* In preparing these formulae for integration, it is necessary to express the function to be integrated in terms of constants and of the independent variable only, x, y, 0, or as the case may be; for example, if y o r dis the independent variable, the expression of the function to be integrated is to be taken from the equations (30) of article 13.
Owing to the great complexity of that function, its exact integration presents diffi culties which have not yet been overcome, although a probable approximate formula for the resistance has been arrived at by methods partly theoretical and partly empirical, as to which some further remarks will be made in the third section of this paper*.
There is one particular case only in which the exact integration of equation (46 a where ^ denotes a function of b and such that The curves to which this method of investigation leads are inferior to oogenous neo'ids as water-lines for ships, because they have comparatively sharp curvature amidships, which causes them to have small capacity for their length and breadth, and would give rise to comparatively sudden changes in the speed of gliding. They will therefore not be further discussed in the present paper, except to state that the simplest of them is the well-known cissoid.
Section I I I .-Bemarks on the Practical Use of Oogenous Water-L (23.) Previous Systems of Water-Lines.-Owing principally to the great antiquity of the art of shipbuilding, and the immense number of practical experiments of which it has been the subject, that part of it which relates to the forms of water-lines has in many cases attained a high degree of excellence through purely empirical means. Excellence attained in that manner is of an uncertain and unstable kind; for as it does not spring from a knowledge of general principles, it can be perpetuated by mere imitation only.
The existing forms of water-lines, whose merits are known through their practical success, constitute one of the best tests of a mathematical theory of the subject; for if that theory is a sound one, it will reproduce known good forms of water-line; and if it is a comprehensive one, it will reproduce their numerous varieties, which differ very much from each other.
The geometrical system of Chapman for constructing water-lines is wholly empirical; it consists in the use of parabolas of various orders, chosen so as to approximate to figures that have been found to answer in practice, and it has no connexion with any mechanical theory of the motion of the particles of water.
The first theory of ships' water-lines which was at once practically useful, and based on mechanical principles, was that of Mr. Scott R usseel, explained in the first and second volumes of the Transactions of the Institution of Naval Architects. It consists of two parts; the first has reference to the dimensions of water-lines intended for a given maximum speed, and prescribes a certain relation between the length of those lines and the length of a natural wave which travels with that speed; the second part relates to the form of those lines, and prescribes for imitation the figures of certain natural waves, as being lines along which water is more easily displaced than along other lines. The figures thus obtained are known to be successful in practice; but it is also well known that there are other figures which answer well in practice, differing considerably from those wave-lines; and it is desirable that the mathematical theory of the subject should embrace those figures also. It may further be observed that the figure of the solitary wave, as investigated experimentally by Mr. Scott R ussell (Reports of the British Asso ciation, 1845), and mathematically by Mr. E arnsiiaw (Camb. Trans. 1845), is that of a wave propagated in a canal of small breadth and depth as compared with the dimen sions of the wave, and in which particles of water originally in a plane at right angles to the direction of motion continue to be very nearly in a plane at right angles to the direction of motion, so as to have sensibly the same longitudinal velocity. This state of things is so different from the circumstances of the motions of the particles in the open sea, that it appears desirable to investigate the subject with special reference to a mass of water of unlimited breadth and depth, as has been done in the previous sections of this paper.
(24.) Variety of Forms of Oogenous N e o i d s , and their likeness to good Water-Line.-The water-lines generated from ovals which have been described in the second section of this paper, are remarkable for the great varieties of form and propor tions which they present, and for the resemblance of their figures to those of the waterlines of the different varieties of existing vessels. There is an endless series of ovals, having all proportions of length to breadth, from equality to infinity; and each of those ovals generates an endless series of water-lines, with all degrees of fulness or fineness, from the absolute bluffness of the oval itself to the sharpness of the knife-edge. Fur ther variations may be made by taking a greater or a less length of the curve chosen.
The ovals are figures suitable for vessels of low speed, it being only necessary, in order to make them good water-lines, that the vertical disturbance (as explained in art. 20) should be small compared with the vessel's draught of water. At higher speeds the sharper water-lines, more distant from the oval, become necessary. The water-lines generated by a circle, or " cyclogenous neoids," are the " leanest " for a given propor tion of length to breadth; and as the excentricity increases, the lines become " fuller." The lines generated from a very much elongated oval approximate to a straight middle body with more or less sharp ends. In short, there is no form of water-line that has been found to answer in practice which cannot be imitated by means of oogenous neoids.
(25.) Discontinuity at the Bow and Stern.-Best limits of Water-Lines.-Amongst the endless variety of forms presented by oogenous water-lines, it may be well to consider whether there are any which there are reasons for preferring to the others. One of the questions which thus arise is the following:-Inasmuch as all the water-line curves of a series, except the primitive oval, are infinitely long and have asymptotes, there must necessarily be an abrupt change of motion at either end of the limited portion of a curve which is used as a water-line in practice, and the question of the effect of such abrupt change or discontinuity of motion is one which at present can be decided by observation and experiment only. Now it appears from observation and experiment, that the effect of the discontinuity of motion at the bow and stern of a vessel which has an entrance and run of ordinary sharpness and not convex, extends to a very thin layer of water only, and that beyond a short distance from the vessel's side the discontinuity ceases, through some slight modification of the water-lines of which the mathematical theory is not yet adequate to give an exact account*.
Still, although the effect of the discontinuity in increasing resistance may not yet have been reduced to a mathematical expression, and although it may be so small that our present methods of experimenting have not yet detected it, it must have some value; and it is desirable so to select the limits of the water-line as to make that value as small as possible. In order that the abrupt change of motion may take place in as small a mass of water as possible, it would seem that the limits of the water-line employed in practice should be at or near the point of slowest gliding; that is, where the water-line curve is cut by the trajectory of slowest gliding LN, in Plate V III. fig. 1 , and Plate IX. fig. 3 , as explained in articles 14,15, and 16; and that conclusion is borne out by the figures of many vessels remarkable for economy of power.
(26.) Preferable Figures of Water-Lines.-In forming a probable opinion as to which, out of all the water-lines generated by a given oval, is to be preferred to the others, regard is to be had to the fact, that every point of maximum disturbance of the level of the water, whether upwards or downwards, that is to say, every point of maximum or minimum speed of gliding (see article 20) , forms the origin of a wave, which spreads out obliquely from the vessel (as may easily be observed in smooth water), and so transfers mechanical energy to distant particles of water, which energy is lost. Hence such points should be as few as possible; and the changes of motion at them should be as gradual as possible; and these conditions are fulfilled by the curves described in article IT, by the name of " Lissoneoids," being those which traverse the point P in the figures, and which may have any proportion of length to breadth, from \ / 3 to infinity.
(27.) Approximate Buies for Construction and Calculation.-The description of those curves, already given in article IT, has been confined to those properties which are exactly true. The following rules are convenient approximations for practical purposes, when the proportion of length to breadth is not less than 4 :1 (see Plate I. A tangent to the curve at Q, the point of slowest gliding, passes very nearly through the point P of greatest breadth.
II. The area PQIi enclosed within the water-line is very nearly equal to the rectangle of the breadth P P and excentricity a. (When the length is not less than six times the breadth, this rule is almost perfectly exact.) * In confirmation of this, experiments made on the steamers ' Admiral and ' Lancefield,' by Mr. J . K. Na pier and the author, may be specially referred to. The water-lines of the f Admiral ' are complete trochoids, and tangents to the longitudinal axis at the how and stern. The engine-power required to drive her at her intended speed was computed from the frictional resistance, according to principles explained in publications already referred to in the note to article 21; and the result of the calculation was closely verified by experiment. The water-lines of the ' Lancefield ' are only partly trochoidal, being straight from the point of contrary flexure to the how, so that, instead of being tangents there to the longitudinal axis, they form with it angles of about 1 3 |°. Yet the same formula which gave the resistance of the ' Admiral ' has been found to give also the resist ance of the ' Lancefield ' without any addition on account of the discontinuity of motion at the bow.
III. For the trajectory of slowest gliding, LN, there may be substituted, without practical error, a straight line cutting the axis OX in L at an angle of 45°; and when this has been done, the excentricity OA or a is almost exactly equal to the length x« 4(=«S7s) ! and this of course is also the ratio of the area to the circumscribed rectangle. The base OL or l also is very nearly equal to (the sum of the length and breadth) X '634.
IV. Hence the following approximate construction. Given, the common length QR of a set of water-lines of smoothest gliding which are to have a common termination at Q, and their breadths RP1? RP2, RP3, &c.: required, to find their areas, bases, and foci.
Through Q and R draw the straight lines QU and RU, making the angles RQU=45°, QRU=30°. Through their intersection U draw UV perpendicular to RQ. All the required foci will be in U V ; and RV will be the length of the rectangles equivalent to each of the water-line areas; so that area P x Q R^R V x R P i, area P2 QR2= R V X RP2 > &c. See. Through P 1? P2, P3, See. draw lines parallel to RU, cutting QU in L j, L2, L3, &c.: these points will be the ends of the bases required, through which draw the bases L, O j, La 0 2, L3 0 3, &c. parallel to QR, and cutting VU in Ax, A2, A3, &c.: these will be the required foci.
The bases and foci and the points P 15 P2, P 3, &c. being given, the water-lines are to be constructed by the rules given in article 11.
(28.) Lissoneoids compared with Trochoids.-In fig. 5 , Plate IX., lissoneo'id, and the dotted line P^ a trochoid of the same breadth and area. The curves lie very near together throughout their whole course-the only differences being, that the trochoid is slightly less full and more hollow than the lissoneo'id, but at the same time the trochoid is the longer and has a greater frictional surface. Had the entrance of the trochoid consisted of a straight tangent from its point of contrary flexure (as in the bow of the ' Lancefield,' mentioned in the note to article 25), the two curves would have lain still closer together. The same likeness to a trochoid is found in all lissoneoids whose length is more than about 3J times the breadth.
(29.) Combinations of Bow and Stern.-Although there is reason to believe that water-lines of equal length and similar form at the bow and stern, such as are produced by using one neo'id curve throughout, are the best on the whole, still the naval archi tect, should he think fit, can combine two different oogenous neo'ids for the bow and stern; or, according to a frequent practice, he may adapt the figure of the stern to motion of the particles in vertical layers instead of horizontal layers; provided he takes care in every case that the midship velocity of gliding (w0, as given by equation (28 a) of article 13) is the same for each bow water-line and stem water-line at their point of junction.
(30.) Provisional Formula for Resistance.-Until the difficulty of integration, men tioned in article 30, shall have been overcome, or until more exact experimental data than we have at present shall have been obtained, the following provisional formula, analogous to that which has been found to agree with the results of experiment on trochoidal and nearly trochoidal lines, as well as some others, may be considered as a probable approximation for lissoneoids, 
